
 Insights. Highlights.  
All that makes for a great night.  
Your guide to making the most of Beethoven’s one and only opera.  
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The Belk Theater. 
Make any seat in the house the best one.  
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Attending an opera in the Belk 
Theater is an experience not to be 
forgotten. The performance you are 
attending is the final dress rehearsal 
in which the cast performs one last 
full run through of the opera before 
opening night. Just like a regular 
performance, there will be an 
intermission(s) between acts.  
 
Upon entering the theater, notice the 
production crew’s station in the 
orchestra level seating (the lowest 
level of seating). The crew is set up 
with computers and headsets to allow 
them to communicate with people 
backstage to ensure that the 
performance runs smoothly. During 
this final rehearsal they will be 
making sure all cues and technical 
features of the performance are in 
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(English translations of the lyrics 
being sung) that are projected onto a 
screen above the stage.  
 
Please remember that this is a 
working performance and the 
performers on stage are very aware of 
their audience, especially a distracting 
audience. The polite audience member 
should always refrain from talking and 
stay seated during a performance. 
Nothing shows more respect and 
appreciation for the performers on stage 
than giving them your full attention. 
 

Give a shout out to the cast after a beautiful 
aria or at the end of the evening – literally!  
Shout “Bravi!” for a job well done to the 
whole cast, “Brava!” to the diva who aced 
it, or “Bravo!” to the guy who left it all on 
the stage.   

 Know How 

 Shout it Out 

 Get There 
Visting Center City 
doesn’t have to be a  
tough trip.    
 
Blumenthal 
Performing Arts 
Center 
 

130 N. Tryon St 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
 
Ride. Hop on the Lynx 
Lightrail.  Check out 
the options here. 
 
Drive. Directions from 
door to door here. 
 
Park. Participating 
garages are just $5.  
Find details here.  
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Transfixed and transformed by our 
community. 
 

1

Then, now, & years from now 
Let’s take a journey back to 1948: the 
Charlotte Music Club is formed by a 
handful of arts enthusiasts who realize that 
Charlotte’s artistic landscape –but more 
importantly, cultural community– would be 
enhanced by opera performances.  Fast 
forward to today: Opera Carolina is a 67 
year-old company that’s still blossoming, 
hitting new highs with each season of 
glorious music, drama, and all that 
encompasses the operatic art form.  Your 
resident Opera continues to bring high-
quality standards of the operatic repertoire 
to stages near you, but is also continually 
striving to perform lesser-known gems.   
 

What does our future hold?  A rich 
commitment to our community –which we 
take seriously– to continue enriching the 
lives of citizens from all walks of life; a 
continual quest to produce excellent opera 
from all eras on our stage; and, most 
importantly, to connect our community.  
 
The people  
In the early days of Opera Carolina, 
volunteers designed the sets, built 
costumes, sang in the chorus, filled leading 
roles and, of course, sold tickets and held 
fundraisers to support the company. 
 

Now a fully professional company that not 
only produces Opera performances on a big 
scale but also travels programs into local 
schools and community venues, we never 
forget the legacy of the original volunteers 
who made this company the what it is 
today.  Opera Carolina is rooted in the 
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Carolinas; 90% of our company live and 
work right here in our region, 
complimenting the international artists who 
join the resident company to perform on 
our mainstage.  We guess you can say 
we’ve got Carolina on our mind.   
 
The House 
If the paragraphs before didn’t sell you on 
our commitment to our community, maybe 
information on the Opera Center will.  We 
may be 67 years old, but we’ve just moved 
out on our own.  Opera Carolina now 
resides in the historic Biberstein house, in 
the Elizabeth neighborhood.  The last 
remaining historic home in the Uptown 
radius, Opera Carolina’s new digs are as 
much a part of the community as is the 
company.   
 
Built in 1906, the Biberstein House was 
designed and lived in by R. C. Biberstein, 
one of the noted mill architects of the 
Southeast.  Mr. Biberstein is credited with 
building many of the mills in the Charlotte 
region, including the Highland Park #3 
mill.  Mr. Biberstein eventually moved his 
business into this house, his talents and 
self-designed home playing a role in the 
New South Industrial movement.  Today, 
the home is registered as a Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Historic Landmark. 
 
The house has since been adapted into 
offices and is now the proud home of Opera 
Carolina.  The Opera Center hosts the 
company’s administrative offices but also 
serves as space for auditions, recitals, and 
more.  Our doors are always open.  

Opera Carolina 
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His piano sonata no. 14, which 
was nicknamed “Moonlight” 
by a German poet Rellstab who 
said it sounded like “moonlight 
on Lake Lucerne.”  

Beethoven 
Master of Music.  
The man transfixed with the medium and a transformer of its path. 

1

What’s the first thing that comes to mind when you hear the 
name Beethoven? Moody deaf guy? Duh-duh-duh duuuuuh… 
those famous four notes of his Fifth Symphony or even the 
melancholy piano pedal notes of Moonlight Sonata?  While he 
was certainly moody and eventually deaf, Ludwig van 
Beethoven was much more than the mythical creature we’ve 
made him out to be today.   
 

Born in Bonn, Germany, Baby Beethoven was the fifth 
generation born into his musical heritage.  His father, 
grandfather, and fathers before them were church musicians 
(singers) and from an early age little Bee was taking lessons at 
the keyboard.  Unlike Mozart –and much to Johann 
Beethoven’s dismay– he was not a child prodigy.  Ludwig had 
to work for his musicianship.  But what little Ludwig 
possessed that the glorified Mozart did not was the ability to 
improvise, making up music off the top of his head.  Of 
course, Johann did not approve of such musical ramblings 
and kept him on a strict practice regimen as he attempted to 
craft him into the next Mozart.  And, while we feel 
Beethoven’s pain of crushed creativity, credit for his 
formidable musical technique and foundations is undeniably 
due to his father’s iron-guidance.  Without such strict 
foundations, we may never have come to enjoy the 
Beethoven we know so much.  
 

As Beethoven grew up, he learned to lean on his musical 
heritage and explored new human territories, both of which 
had profound impact on his music.  From his kappellmeister 
forefathers he inherited a sense of melody - each of his 
melodies composed, whether for voice or instrument, had a 
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sense of tune to them.  His studies on the organ, French horn, 
and viola can be credited with the powerful, spacious, almost 
muscular sound we all associate with Beethoven, as well as the 
dense layering of many tones and voices in his works.  His 
studies with Bach taught him counterpoint, his imitations of 
Mozart continued to help craft his structured approach to 
music and his studies with Haydn were a journey in the life of 
a professional musician.  And, as he grew up in a time that was 
becoming more and more radical with ideas of liberty, equality, 
and brotherhood and both France and America in 
Revolutionary modes, Ludwig let his music be the canvas on 
which his own thoughts and feelings towards all things 
personal, political, and patriotic were painted.  Growing up 
during a transition of human history was bound to shape him 
into an artist that helped usher in transition from the Classical 
period to the Romantic.  
 

By his late twenties, another factor that would forever shape 
him began to develop: his increasing deafness.  As his hearing 
grew weaker and weaker, Ludwig left society and kept himself 
withdrawn, submersing in work and his auditory woes.  
Beethoven kept writing and conducting despite his deafness 
and, in some ways, it pushed him to explore new ideas and 
musical styles.  
 

By the time of his death in 1827, he had helped to transform 
the musical landscape with his compositions - which included 
a symphonies, piano sonatas, string quartets, a ballet, and 
more- that were stepping out of the confines of the Classical 
period’s strict structure and poise, inspiring later composers 
such as Schubert, Brahms, and Wagner.    

 1 
Moonlight 

Sonata 
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Fidelio/Leonore, Kurt’s loyal, loving wife 
Kurt Wismach (Florestan), an imprisoned German laborer  
Rocco, the Warden of the Stasi prison 
Marzelline, Rocco’s daughter who’s fallen for Fidelio 
Chris Gueffroy (Jacquino), prison Vopo and the one after Marzelline’s heart 
Walter Ulbricht (Don Pizarro), Stasi Direktor of Security  
Walter Momper (Governor), Mayor of West Berlin & later Mayor of United Berlin 

Transcend. 
(Re)Setting.  
Successful stories are 
able to travel time and 
transcend history.  

Cast.    

Synopsis.   
Act I  
Desperation leads to dangerous acts as Leonore disguises herself as a man named 
Fidelio to get herself hired as assistant to the Stasi prison’s Warden, Rocco. Her 
motive?  She believes her husband, Kurt, has been imprisoned here for his 
dissident political views and actions.  Meanwhile, Marzelline, Rocco’s daughter, has 
been shrugging off the interest and affections of the VoPo officer Chris Gueffroy 
– she’s much too smitten with her father’s new assistant, Fidelio, who is busy 
helping Rocco prepare for the arrival of Walter Ulbricht, the Prison Direktor of 
Security.  It seems to Rocco that Fidelio is working hard to win access to the 
affections of his daughter, but, little does Rocco know, Fidelio has an ulterior 
motive in gaining access to their supposed secret prisoner.  
 

Playing on Rocco’s assumptions, Fidelio wins his trust through his (misinterpreted) 
unwavering heart and aspirations and is asked to assist Rocco on his duties with 
the prisoner. Prison Direktor Ulbricht arrives and announces he will kill the 
prisoner without delay – he must kill him before the Minister, an old friend of 
Wismach’s, arrives! Rocco’s task that Fidelio is to assist with? Digging the 
prisoner’s grave.  
 

Cleverly, Leonore gains the permission to accompany Rocco down to the 
prisoner’s cell, but also convinces him to give the other prisoners a few minutes in 
the fresh air of the courtyard, as if to lessen the grim reality of what is planned to 
happen. The prisoners soak in the daylight but not for long; Ulbricht orders them 
back to their cells and hurries Rocco off to begin digging.  
 
Act II 
In a dark and dank cell we meet Kurt Wismach; he deliriously dreams of his angelic 
wife, Leonore, whom he believes is the only path to freedom he will find, even if 
only in his mind.  
 

Rocco and Fidelio begin their work on the grave, waking Kurt.  At the sound of 
his voice, Leonore is certain the secret prisoner is her husband.  As requested by 
Kurt, he’s given water and bread by Fidelio as s/he urges Kurt not to lose faith.  
The grave is now ready and the signal to Direktor Ulbricht is given.  Ulbricht 
draws his dagger and Leonore steps in front of the blade, revealing herself and 
saving her beloved husband.  The signal announcing the Mayor’s arrival is given 
and the defeated Ulbricht and Rocco must leave to meet him.  Leonore and Kurt 
are left to themselves, rejoicing in their freedom and reunion after such sorrow and 
despair.  
 

The Mayor, Walter Momper, has arrived and shares the news that the Wall 
separating West from East Germany is falling and calls for justice to be given to all 
the prisoners.  As the prisoners are liberated, Rocco brings Kurt –a childhood 
friend- forward to Momper, sharing the incredible story of Leonore’s heroism and 
devotion to her husband with the Mayor.  The prisoners demand that Ulbricht be 
brought to justice and justice is served, indeed: Ulbricht is arrested and Leonore 
removes Kurt’s chains.  As the Berlin Wall falls, the prisoners are freed.   
 

 
What makes artwork 
stand the test of time?  
Aside from masterful 
craftsmanship, it requires 
a story that remains 
relevant to the human 
experience.  A tale 
transcendent of time.  
That’s exactly what 
Beethoven created with 
Fidelio, a story of 

  
and the enduring human 
spirit, and exactly why 
our resetting of Iron 
Curtain Berlin – a 
modern setting relative 
to historical perspectives 
– works without taking 
away from Beethoven’s 
tale.  

We’ve not only changed 
the setting from 18th 
century Spain to 1989 
Berlin, Germany, but 
we’ve also adapted some 
of the opera’s characters 
into historical figures 
from the era and 
incidents surrounding 
the Berlin Wall’s fall.   

Check out the next 
page for more info 
on our adapations.  
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The (Re)Setting 
Settings to stories require more than just the physical location and scenery; without 
adapted characters the interactions between the setting and the story aren’t convincing.  
Explore our character adaptations and consider their contributions to telling the tale.   

Florestan à  
Kurt Wismach 

 
(for  
Florestan transforms 
into Kurt, a common 
man imprisoned for  
expressing his views 
and easily identified in 
today’s society.  

Do you know a Kurt 
in your life?  

Character Connections.   

An East German laborer at the Oberspree Cable Works, Kurt Wismach is famous for 
heckling East German leader Walter Ulbricht during a speech Ulbricht gave to OCW on 
August 10, 1961. Speaking three days before the Berlin border was closed, Ulbricht praised 
East German socialism and denounced the growing numbers of refugees fleeing to West 
Germany. 
 

Seated above Ulbricht on a roll of cables, Wismach applauded sarcastically after each of 
Ulbricht’s main points and yelled: "Even if I am the only one to say it: Free elections!" He 
then added to Ulbricht’s embarrassment by shouting: "Have you the slightest idea what the 
people really think?" 
 

Infuriated, Ulbricht responded by denouncing Wismach as an imperialist and a fascist. Most of 
the other workers present remained quiet, though many in the crowd (and East Germany) 
likely shared Kurt’s views.  East German party officials interrogated Wismach the next day and 
tried to smear him as a West German spy. They then forced him to write a statement 
retracting his comments, cut his pay, and demoted him. Wismach and his wife and child 
subsequently escaped as refugees right before the Berlin Wall was built. 

Jacquino à  
Chris Gueffroy 

The lovesick Jacquino 
held back by Fidelio 
transforms into Chris, 
who is sick of not 
being able to pursue 
his own life’s desires.   

A German communist politician, Walter Ulbricht played a leading role in the creation of the 
Communist Party of Germany (KPD) and later (while exiled in the Soviet Union) in the early 
development and establishment of East Germany (the German Democratic Republic).  
 
He was first secretary of the Socialist Unity Party, making him the actual leader of East 
Germany from 1950 to 1971. Ulbricht also served as the East German head of state from 1960 
until his own death in 1973. 

Don Pizzaroà  
Walter Ulbricht 

From prison warden 
to Stasi Direktor of 
Security.   

Chris Gueffroy is known as one of the last people to die attempting to escape East 
Germany. Dreaming of becoming and actor or pilot, Gueffroy’s dreams were crushed 
after he refused to enroll in an officer’s track in the National People’s Army. He moved on 
to work in the restaurant business and, after learning that he was to be enlisted anyway, 
Gueffroy decided to flee East Germany. While escaping through the Britz Canal in 
Feburary of 1989, Gueffroy was shot and killed.   

His character’s alignment with Jacquino is found through both men never able to fully 
achieve their biggest desires in their lives; Jacquino’s freedom of heart and soul through 
Marzelline and Gueffroy’s never escaping and living the life he desired.   

German politician and former Governing Mayor of West Berlin (1989-1990), Walter 
Momper served as Mayor of reunited Berlin (1990-1991). While Governing Mayor, he (along 
with other political leaders) opened the Brandenburg Gate on December 22, 1989, signifying 
the unification of Berlin.   
 

He is still living today and is a member of the Social Democrat Party (SPD), which is the 
oldest political party represented in the German Parliament.  The SPD currently governs at the 
federal level in a coalition government with the Christian Democratic Union, led by 
Chancellor Angela Merkel, the Christian Democratic Union and the Christian Social Union.  

Don Fernandoà  
Walter Ulbricht 
From Governor to 
Mayor of Berlin, both 
men   bring unification 
and sun to the dismal 
setting.  
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The Music 
Bringing about true transformation.  

 

Beethoven 

What to listen for. 
Our boy, Beethoven, bridged the gap at the turn of the century of 
Western music and most credit him for helping transition music forward 
into the Romantic period.  You can certainly hear elements of each of 
these major musical periods in his music – from the balance, structure, 
and poise of the Classical period, to the unexpected accents and 
powerhouse rhythms, wandering through more distant harmonies and 
musical textures that began to break the conventions of the Classical 
period and shape the way for the adventurous Romantic era.   
 
Germ motives  
Also known as germinal motives, these are little rhythmic or melodic 
fragments that Beethoven was a master of expanding to create entire 
movements and symphonies from.  His most famous example – Symphony No. 
5’s famous duh duh duh duuuuhhh…   What little fragments can you hear stretched 
(augmented) or shortened (diminution) or revisited throughout the opera?  
 

Big orchestras + Dark sounds 
You know what they say: the bigger the orchestra… the more Beethoven the 
sound! Known for using large orchestras, a trend that would continue 
throughout the turn of the century, Beethoven was also known for his rich, dark 
sounds he pulled out of them.  Perhaps it’s because he grew up playing viola and 
French horn; Ludwig broke the rules and let the inner voices of the orchestra 
have prominence that was not allowed the days of Mozart and Haydn.   
 

Powerful, muscular music 
Changing times call for a change in music, right?  No longer did music of the day 
adhere to strict form, balance, and conventions with Beethoven who wrote 
music that was just as passionate and radical as he was.  With dense 
orchestration and forceful, marked rhythms, he pushed music from the refined 
and balanced to powerfully emotional and statement-making messages.  
  

Transfixing tunes. 
Check out these big hits from the 
opera – you won’t want to miss 
them.  

Overture 
Fourth time’s a charm? This 
opening number went through 4 
transformations before finally 
becoming what it is today.  Even 
the masters have to revise.              

Take a listen. 
  

Mir ist so wundebar  
“A wondrous feeling fills [us]” 
about this famous canon quartet 
from Act I where we learn about 
each character’s inner emotions.  

Take a listen. 
 

 O welche lust  
The famous Prisoners’ Chorus 
that invites us all –chorus and 
audience- to rejoice in a brief bit 
of sunny joy outside of the prison 
cells.  One of the rare sunny 
moments in the opera.  

Take a listen.    

 



 

 

 Connect the Curricular Dots 

Now you know it all  
  

Classroom   
Connections. 
 

See you at the Opera.  

The Elizabeth Roddey Dowd Opera Center 
1600 Elizaberth Avenue 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28204 

www.operacarolina.org 

Taking the opera beyond the Belk.  

 

Explore 
 

The original setting of the opera and the 
characters’ connections to ours.  
 

Government structures of Germany and the 
US. 
 

Historical events in the US at the time of the 
Berlin Wall’s fall. 

 

Analyze 
 
The engineering and technology needed to 
build  such a wall.   

The probability of escaping East Germany 
before the Wall fell.  

 

 

Create 
 
Your own Wall and the solution to make it fall.  

Your own resetting of the story in a different 
historical period or from your own life.   

The missing act that Beethoven deleted in his 
many, many revisions of the opera.  

Opera Carolina  

 

 


